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JavaScript Node.js Express.js

MongoDB AWS git REST

JWT HTML5 CSS3 ( Basics )

Nginx

Problem Solving Teamwork

Management Communication
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VAIBHAV MEHROTRA
Software Developer currently exploring DevOps Stack

�91 7259630119 vaibhavmehrotra1194�gmail.com

https://vaibhavmehrotra.com BTM, Bangalore �560029�

EXPERIENCE

Software Developer
Intugine Technologies

Bangalore

Technical Product Ownership of 2 products and complete product 
ownership of 1 product.
Built back-end for all 3 owned products ( 1 product being used Pan-
India and others are being used by a few of the Industry Giants) and 
multiple small modules that were plugged in other products.
Actively involved in revamp for all the 6 products which are part of a 
single platform.
Combined 7 different but similar dashboards into 1 for easy 
maintenance and monitoring which freed up-to 40% bandwidth for 
developers and operations team alike.
Active participation in client-discussions both on call and face to face.
Introduced and built 2 dashboards for smoothing out the work of 
operations team which in turn saved extra 10% of the tech-team's 
bandwidth which was used for related queries.
Built a NPM package wrapping MongoDB API's and initiated the 
development of a standard in-house React component library for ease 
of development which is currently being used by our whole tech team.
Initiated and helped in partially standardizing the code lint and 
responses for our API's throughout the products. ( Integration 
currently in progress )

Extras ( Intugine )
Acting as a pseudo-manager for our tech team ( team of 13 ).
Mentored 3 interns of which 2 are currently working full-time with us.
Part of the hiring team. ( IQ Round ).
Captain of Team Maverick ( Total 3 Teams ), won 1st in-company co-
curricular competition.
Introduced monthly awards with-in tech team to appreciate 
employee's hard work while maintaining a healthy feeling of 
competition among them.
Also responsible for arranging team outings for tech team.

Web Developer 
lvety Solutions 

Location

Built messenger Chat-Bot app using Chat-fuel, Dialog-flow, MongoDB, 
and NodeJs.
Designed and developed 2 web application development and bug 
fixes.
Increased application traffic conversion by 11% by redesigning 
platform to increase mobile and web usability.
Actively involved in Product exploration relevant with my work.

TOOLBOX

Active Tech Stack

Power Skills

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Engineering
Bangalore Institute of Technology

Bangalore, IN

Senior Secondary ( CBSE )
Green Field Academy 

Lakhimpur-Kheri, U.P.

Secondary ( CBSE )
St. Don Bosco School

Lakhimpur-Kheri, U.P.
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